Introduction {#s1}
============

Over the last 30 years the concept of working memory (WM) has been investigated extensively, from cognitive psychology to neuroscience (Baddeley, [@B5], [@B6]). WM can\'t be defined unequivocally, because it is presently described as emerging from the interplay of multiple cognitive functions (i.e., attentional and mnemonic functions) with different neural bases (Bledowski et al., [@B8]). Several studies have investigated the neurological basis of WM (Owen et al., [@B48]; Muller and Knight, [@B43]; Schlosser et al., [@B59]; Linden, [@B39]) confirming the multiple nature of WM and the involvement of different areas such as ventral and dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, parietal and temporal lobes. On the basis of neuroimaging and functional studies, a multicomponent WM model has been proposed (Baddeley, [@B4]). According to this model, a "phonological loop" and a "visuo-spatial sketchpad" constitute a slave systems that can independently process different types of information. This information coming from different sources is integrated by a unitary control mechanism, which is named "the central executive." Both are linked to long-term memory via an episodic buffer. A revision of the literature about lesion studies (Muller and Knight, [@B43]) suggests a functional dichotomy of the visuo-spatial sketchpad: ventral occipito-temporal area is involved in the object recognition while the dorsal connection between occipital and parietal cortices is crucial for spatial relation. Furthermore, lesion studies (Muller and Knight, [@B43]) indicate that the phonological loop can be divided in a phonological short-term store and an articulatory subvocal rehearsal system, respectively, localized in inferior parietal cortex and in the brain areas necessary for speech production (i.e., Broca\'s area, the supplementary motor association area and possibly the cerebellum). The anatomical base of central executive is more uncertain. A link between this system and the prefrontal area is widely documented (D\'Esposito et al., [@B17]; Salmon et al., [@B58]; Collette et al., [@B13]). Muller e Knight (Muller and Knight, [@B43]) have proposed that the central executive is distributed along ventral and dorsal lateral prefrontal cortices. Nevertheless, it has been argued (Andres, [@B1]) that a more complex and dynamic view of its neural substrate is needed; for example, the central executive system does not include exclusively the frontal cortex, but it involves different brain areas, such as the parietal areas (Garavan et al., [@B22]) and the anterior cingulated cortex (D\'Esposito et al., [@B17]).

In the last decades the *n*-back task has been widely used to investigate the neural basis of WM processes (Braver et al., [@B9]; McEvoy et al., [@B40]; Jansma et al., [@B32]; Kane and Engle, [@B36]; Ragland et al., [@B54]; Conway et al., [@B14]; Ravizza et al., [@B55]). In this task, subjects identify over consecutive trials whether the current stimulus (generally letters or numbers, but also emotional stimuli) matches a stimulus presented *n* trials previously (Chatham et al., [@B11]), usually 1, 2, or 3; the load factor *n* can be adjusted to make the task more or less difficult with consequential changes in brain activity (Braver et al., [@B9]; Druzgal and D\'Esposito, [@B19]; Honey et al., [@B29]; Pesonen et al., [@B52]).

Owen and coworkers ([@B48]) have conducted a detailed meta-analysis of the neuroimaging *n*-back studies. Authors reported that six cortical regions were defined as consistently activated: essentially, the prefrontal and premotor cortices, the cingulated cortex, the medial posterior parietal cortex, and the cerebellum. Other studies (Gevins et al., [@B24]; Gevins and Smith, [@B23]; Deiber et al., [@B16]; Lei and Roetting, [@B38]; Palomaki et al., [@B49]) have evaluated the memory load manipulations in *n*-back task by means of scalp EEG recordings and have reported that modification linked to the complexity of the WM task occurred prevalently in the alpha and theta frequency bands especially in frontal and parietal lobes. In particular, increased task difficulty (which means increased memory load) was associated with increased theta band power in the frontal midline electrodes which means increased frontal midline theta activity (Gevins et al., [@B24]). This finding was confirmed in other studies (Gevins and Smith, [@B23]; Lei and Roetting, [@B38]). Frontal midline theta (Onton et al., [@B47]), like hippocampal theta, plays a role in processing of memory and emotion, and it is correlated with WM and or sustained attention (Mitchell et al., [@B41]). Together with modifications in theta frequency, most Authors observed modification in the alpha power and alpha frequency. In the study by Gevins et al. ([@B24]), increased task difficulty was associated with reduction of the slow frequency alpha rhythm (8.5--10 Hz) in the parieto-occipital midline areas; whereas the fast-frequency alpha band (10--13.5 Hz) showed a task-dependent behavior: it was less reduced in the verbal than in the spatial task (Gevins et al., [@B24]). Conversely, other Authors reported a reduction of alpha band power (Lei and Roetting, [@B38]). It has been hypothesized that the amplitude of posterior alpha-band oscillations during short-term memory retention reflects a mechanism that protects fragile short-term memory retention activations from interference by gating bottom-up sensory inputs (Payne and Kounios, [@B51]). However, in these research not all frequency bands were considered: in particular, the delta EEG frequency band (\>4 Hz) was not analyzed in all the studies previously reported.

The principal aim of this study was to explore and compare the EEG power spectra for all frequency bands, including delta (0.5--4 Hz) and gamma (30.5--100 Hz), during two *n*-back tests with different levels of difficulty: 1-back vs. 3-back.

In order to detect modification of EEG frequencies, and their topographic distribution, we used the standardized Low Resolution brain Electric Tomography (sLORETA) software, a validated method for localizing the electric activity in the brain based on multichannel surface EEG recordings (Pascual-Marqui et al., [@B50]).

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Subjects
--------

Fourteen healthy subjects were enrolled in the study (seven men and seven women, mean age 31.21 ± 7.05 years, range: 23--48). All subjects were right-handed, and they were asked to retain from any central nervous system active drugs in the 2 weeks before the study. The local ethical committee approved the study and participants gave their written consent to participate.

N-back task
-----------

The *n*-back test was performed according to a modified version of the standardized methodology (Braver et al., [@B9]). The experimental procedure was a visual sequential letter memory task with two different memory load (1-back vs. 3-back). Visual stimuli consisted in random sequences of letters, presented black on white background. *n*-back task was displayed on a computer screen (screen 36.4 × 24.9; resolution 1440 × 900). The size of the letters was 4.5 × 4.5 (visual angle: 5.38). Participants were at 50 cm (visual angle: 51) from the screen. The computer was running a custom-made patch in the run time version of Max 6.1 (Cycling\'74). Subjects were instructed to press the space bar to indicate the target stimulus; no response was requested for non-target stimuli. The target in the 1-back condition consisted in a letter identical to the immediately preceding one; while the target stimulus in the 3-back condition consisted in a letter identical to the letter presented three trials back. 1- and 3-back conditions consisted in 90 trials each. Trials in the *n*-back consist of one letter each in a continuous flows of displayed letters. The presentation of each letter lasted 500 ms. The interval between the visual letters presented was 1500 ms in both the 1-back and the 3-back conditions tested. In this period participants saw a fixation point. In the 1-back condition, the participants were asked to press the spacebar when the current letter matched that one presented before (2 s); in the 3-back condition, the participant was asked to press the spacebar when the current letter matched the letters presented three letters previously (6 s). The more difficult 3-back session was performed 15 min after the 1-back.

Before 1-back and 3-back task there was a brief training session. The participants were instructed to respond as fast and as accurately as they can to each stimulus by pressing one button for targets and no response for non-targets. We categorized four different kind of possible answers: Hit, Miss, False Alarm (FA), and Correct Rejection (CR). Also reaction time (RT) was calculated for each response.

EEG recordings
--------------

EEG was recorded by means of a Micormed SystemPlus digital EEGraph. EEG recordings were performed continuously during the administration of *n*-back. Recordings were performed in the EEG lab, subjects were sitting in a comfortable armchair, in front of a PC monitor, on which the *n*-back task was performed. EEG montage included 19 standard scalp leads positioned according to the 10--20 system (recording sites: Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1, O2), EOG and EKG. The reference electrodes were placed on the linked mastoids. Impedances were kept below 5 KΩ before starting the recording and checked again at the end. In particular, impedances of the mastoids reference electrodes were checked to be identical. Sampling frequency was 256 Hz; A/D conversion was made at 16 bit; pre-amplifiers amplitude range was ±3200 mV and low-frequency pre-filters were set at 0.15 Hz. In the off-line analysis, artifact rejection was performed visually. Artifact rejection (eye movements, blinks, muscular activations, or movement artifacts) was performed on the raw EEG trace, by posing a marker at the onset of the artifact signal and a further marker at the end of the artifact. Successively, the artifact segment (that is, the EEG signal interval included between the two markers) was deleted, and this cancellation involved all the EEG traces acquired within that interval. In this way, all the EEG intervals characterized by the presence of artifacts were excluded from the analysis. After artifact rejection, the remaining EEG intervals were exported into American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) files, and imported into the sLORETA software. At least 120 s (not necessarily consecutive) of EEG recording were analyzed for each condition (1-back and 3-back), in all subjects. The average time analyzed was 157 ± 18 s.

Frequency analysis
------------------

All EEG analysis were performed by means of the sLORETA software (Pascual-Marqui et al., [@B50]). EEG frequency analysis was performed by means of Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, with a 2 s interval on the EEG signal, in all scalp locations. The following frequency bands were considered: delta (0.5--4 Hz); theta (4.5--7.5 Hz); alpha (8--12.5 Hz); beta (13--30 Hz); gamma (30.5--100 Hz). For Frequency analysis, monopolar EEG traces (each electrode referred to joint mastoids) were used, and non the average reference. Topographic sources of EEG activities were determined by means of the sLORETA software. The sLORETA software computes the current distribution throughout the brain volume. In order to find a solution for the 3-dimensional distribution of the EEG signal, the sLORETA method assumes that neighboring neurons are simultaneously and synchronously activated. This assumption rests on evidence from single cell recordings in the brain that shows strong synchronization of adjacent neurons (Kreiter and Singer, [@B37]; Murphy et al., [@B44]). Therefore, the computational task is to select the smoothest of all possible 3-dimensional current distributions, a task that is a common procedure in generalized signal processing (Grave De Peralta-Menendez and Gonzalez-Andino, [@B25]; Grave De Peralta Menendez et al., [@B26]). The result is a true 3-dimensional tomography, in which the localization of brain signals is preserved with a low amount of dispersion (Pascual-Marqui et al., [@B50]). Nevertheless, this assumption constitutes an unavoidable limitation of the methods, since it has been demonstrated that functionally distinct areas can be anatomically close, which is problematic for the assumption of adjacent neuronal sources showing highly correlated activity (Hamalainen, [@B28]).

In order to further test whether or not the EEG signal was modulated by task difficulty, we also performed a comparison of EEG power spectra recorded at scalp sites. For this comparison, the same power bands used in the sLORETA analysis were considered. Moreover, in order to better evaluate the anatomical localization of EEG modification, scalp electrodes were analyzed in groups, divided in: frontal (Fp1, Fp2, F3, Fz, F4), fronto-parietal (F7, Fz, F8, C3, Cz, C4), parieto-temporal (T3, T4, P3, Pz, P4, T5, T6), and occipital (O1, O2). For those group of electrodes were significant modification were observed, also right vs. left side power spectra were compared in the two conditions (1-back and 3-back).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The scores of each subject in the 1-back and 3-back tests were compared. We analyzed: mean sensitivity measures (A′), mean decision criterion (B″d), and mean RT. Comparison was performed by ANOVA analysis. *n*-back statistics were performed by means of the SYSTAT 12 software version 12.02.00 for windows (copyright SYSTAT® Software Inc. 2007).

The statistical comparison of power spectra was performed by means of the LORETA statistical tool (Pascual-Marqui et al., [@B50]). The power of each frequency band was performed in the two conditions: 1-back vs. 3-back. Correction of significance for multiple testing was computed for the two comparisons between conditions for each frequency band: for the correction, we applied the non-parametric randomization procedure available in the sLORETA program package (Nichols and Holmes, [@B45]).

To further test whether or not the EEG signal was modulated by task difficulty we perform frequency power analyses at scalp sites using a non-parametric Mann--Whitney *U*-test (due to the non-normal distribution of the power spectral values, as performed by Shapiro--Wilk test *p* \< 0.001). In case of multiples comparison, in order to avoid family-wise type-I errors, a formal Bonferroni correction was applied to each family of comparisons, by dividing the limit of significance by the number of comparisons (for frequency analysis six comparisons were made, in the conditions delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma; therefore the threshold level for significance was *p* = 0.05/6 = 0.008).

Results {#s3}
=======

N-back behavioral results
-------------------------

All subjects completed the two conditions of the *n*-back task, in a within design. Subjects obtained lower scores in the 3-back in the sensitivity measures (A′) and in a decision criterion (B″d), compared to the 1-back condition (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The difference between the 1-back and 3-back scores is significant for A\' scores \[*F*~(1.13)~= 36.073; *p* \< 0.001\], and for the Bias measure \[*F*~(1.13)~ = 4.732; *p* = 0.049\]. The mean RT shows a significant increase in the 3-back condition \[*F*~(1.13)~ = 6.837; *p* = 0.021\].

###### 

**Means scores and standard deviations in the 1-back and 3-back tests**.

        **1-back (90 trials)**   **3-back (90 trials)**   ***F*~(1.13)~**              
  ----- ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------- ---------- -------------------------------------------
  A′    0.984                    ±0.017                   0.849             ±0.076     36.073[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  B″d   −0.056                   ±0.835                   0.550             ±0.416     4.732[^\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  RT    573.943                  ±105.100                 661.164           ±135.946   6.837[^\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}

*p* \< *0.01;*

*p* \< *0.05*.

*A′, sensitivity measure; B″d, decision criterion; RT, reaction time; SD, Standard Deviation*.

*In the 3-back, as compared to the 1-back, the subjects obtained significant lower scores in all the parameters considered*.

Frequency analysis
------------------

EEG recordings suitable for the analysis (that means, containing a sufficient amount of artifact-free EEG data) were obtained in all cases. The threshold for statistical significance, calculated by the sLORETA statistical tool, was *T* = 2.827 corresponding to *p* \< 0.05. No significant differences were observed, between the 1-back and 3-back conditions, in the power of theta, alpha, beta, and gamma frequency bands. Statistically significant differences were observed in the delta frequency band: in the 3-back condition an increased power of delta activity was localized in a brain region corresponding to the Brodmann Area (BA) 28 in the left posterior entorhinal cortex (*T* = 3.112; *p* \< 0.05) and in the BA 35 in the left perirhinal cortex in the parahippocampal gyrus (*T* = 2.876; *p* \< 0.05) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). No significant differences were observed in the right hemisphere. The mean relative power spectral values for each frequency band, in all scalp electrodes recorded, are reported in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. The cortical areas where the most prominent modifications of spectral power were observed, even if not significant, are reported in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

![**LORETA representation of the mesial surface of the left hemisphere of the brain.** Arrows and colored spots indicate areas were statistically significant differences between 1-back and 3-back tasks were detected. BA, Brodmann areas. Graphic representation of the levels of significance, and threshold values (*T*), are reported in the lower right corner.](fnhum-07-00109-g0001){#F1}

###### 

**Relative power spectral values (expressed as mean ± standard deviation) for each frequency band, in all scalp electrodes recorded**.

  **1-back**   **Delta**   **Theta**   **Alpha**   **Beta**   **Gamma**   **3-back**   **Delta**   **Theta**   **Alpha**   **Beta**   **Gamma**                                                           
  ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ----- ------ -----
  Fp1          7.8         5.1         7.5         3.0        9.0         3.5          16.9        4.7         58.7        9.0        Fp1         7.6   5.4   6.7   4.7   8.4   3.7   15.7   4.2   61.6   8.7
  Fp2          7.9         5.7         7.9         3.9        9.8         3.7          16.3        4.2         58.0        11.7       Fp2         7.8   5.3   6.9   5.1   8.9   5.2   14.8   4.7   61.5   9.8
  F7           7.7         5.3         7.8         3.5        8.4         3.1          15.7        4.9         60.4        10.4       F7          8.4   5.6   8.2   4.7   8.8   5.2   14.3   4.0   60.2   8.4
  F3           7.7         5.1         8.1         3.4        8.4         4.0          15.9        4.8         59.9        8.5        F3          8.5   6.3   7.3   4.9   7.7   3.9   14.3   2.6   62.2   9.5
  Fz           7.3         5.5         8.3         3.9        9.4         4.1          16.0        4.8         58.9        11.3       Fz          7.6   5.7   7.4   4.2   9.1   4.2   14.6   3.5   61.3   7.4
  F4           7.3         4.7         8.1         3.7        8.8         3.2          16.2        4.7         59.6        6.8        F4          7.7   5.7   7.6   4.7   8.3   4.9   13.5   3.8   62.9   8.6
  F8           6.8         4.3         7.8         3.2        8.6         4.1          15.7        4.2         61.1        7.9        F8          8.6   5.9   7.2   4.5   7.4   4.2   14.1   3.3   62.6   8.8
  T3           7.5         5.5         8.0         4.0        9.0         3.3          16.1        5.2         59.5        11.8       T3          7.6   5.7   7.2   4.4   8.0   3.7   14.8   4.1   62.4   8.3
  C3           7.3         5.0         7.8         3.8        8.5         3.4          15.8        5.9         60.6        8.4        C3          8.4   5.9   7.4   4.8   9.0   5.0   13.4   4.2   61.9   8.7
  Cz           7.3         4.4         8.2         3.1        8.7         4.2          15.8        5.1         60.0        8.0        Cz          8.5   5.5   7.5   4.6   7.2   3.6   14.4   4.1   62.3   7.4
  C4           7.0         5.0         8.0         3.9        9.3         3.1          16.3        5.2         59.4        10.4       C4          8.1   5.6   7.2   4.2   8.0   4.0   14.1   4.5   62.6   8.1
  T4           7.1         5.2         7.9         3.8        8.7         3.8          15.8        6.5         60.5        9.5        T4          8.2   5.9   7.4   4.7   8.8   4.9   14.1   4.7   61.5   8.5
  T5           7.5         4.9         7.6         3.7        8.9         4.0          16.5        5.7         59.5        9.3        T5          9.0   6.1   8.0   4.7   7.9   4.2   14.3   4.8   60.8   8.3
  P3           6.9         4.9         8.0         4.0        9.0         3.7          16.8        5.3         59.3        10.6       P3          7.8   6.0   6.9   5.1   7.4   3.9   14.5   5.0   63.3   9.9
  Pz           7.1         5.1         7.9         3.7        8.8         3.4          16.3        6.7         59.9        10.1       Pz          8.0   5.3   7.0   4.7   8.8   5.2   14.8   4.4   61.4   8.5
  P4           7.3         4.9         7.7         3.9        8.5         3.3          16.6        5.2         60.0        9.0        P4          8.3   5.8   7.4   4.7   8.2   4.2   14.3   4.2   61.9   8.9
  T6           6.9         5.1         7.6         3.4        9.0         3.8          16.2        3.4         60.2        10.0       T6          7.6   5.2   6.2   4.4   7.7   3.5   14.9   4.4   63.6   8.1
  O1           7.7         5.9         7.9         3.7        9.7         3.3          16.7        5.7         58.0        11.3       O1          8.1   5.1   7.1   4.8   9.4   4.9   14.3   3.6   61.1   8.0
  O2           7.3         5.0         7.9         3.1        8.5         3.8          16.9        6.1         59.4        9.3        O2          8.3   5.7   7.1   4.8   8.3   4.9   14.7   4.7   61.7   8.8

SD, Standard Deviation.

###### 

**Cortical areas where the most prominent modifications of spectral power were observed (result of the non-parametric Fisher\'s permutation test are expressed ad *T* values; *T*-threshold for *p* \< 0.05 is *T* = 2.827)**.

  **Frequency band**   **Broadmann area**   **Cortical gyrus**      ***T* score**
  -------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------
  Delta                28                   Parahippocampal gyrus   3.112[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}
                       35                   Parahippocampal gyrus   3.112[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Theta                30                   Posterior cingulate     1.950
                       29                   Posterior cingulate     1.950
  Alpha                29                   Posterior cingulate     1.470
                       30                   Posterior cingulate     1.470
  Beta                 20                   Inferior temporal       1.190
                       36                   Uncus                   1.190
  Gamma                41                   Superior temporal       1.210
                       13                   Superior temporal       1.210

*p* \< *0.05*.

Comparison of power spectra between group of scalp electrodes, for each frequency band, showed no significant differences in the frequency bands theta, alpha, beta, and gamma. In the delta ban, an increase of delta power in the parieto-temporal leads was observed (mean delta power 1-back: 21.2 ± 22.3; 3-back: 44.7 ± 76.3 μV^2^/Hz; *U*-test = 3499.5: *p* = 0.001). The comparison between right parieto-temporal vs. left parieto-temporal leads showed a significant difference in the 3-back condition (Left: 6.9 ± 6.7 μV^2^/Hz; Right: 4.2 ± 6.4 μV^2^/Hz; *U*-test = 1388; *p* \< 0.001), but not in 1-back (Left: 7.0 ± 6.5 μV^2^/Hz; Right: 8.5 ± 6.7 μV^2^/Hz; *U*-test = 1090; *p* = 0.063).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The aim of this study was to measure modifications in EEG cortical activity during a WM task, namely *n*-back, of increasing difficulty. In this respect, the main finding was that, as compared to the easy 1-back task, the more complex 3-back task induced significant modifications in the EEG activity of left mesial temporal structures in the delta frequency band. The left hemisphere and the para-hippocampal cortices were selectively involved, in particular the BA 28 and 35. This finding, obtained by applying the sLORETA source modeling, was also substantially confirmed by comparing scalp EEG power spectra in the delta frequency band.

The results of the present study are not consistent with those reported in previous research; in particular, we did not observe significant power modifications involving the alpha and theta bands. Previous papers (Gevins et al., [@B24]; Gevins and Smith, [@B23]; Deiber et al., [@B16]; Lei and Roetting, [@B38]; Palomaki et al., [@B49]) described EEG changes linked to the complexity of the *n*-back task that occurred prevalently in the alpha and theta frequency bands, but the possible change in delta frequency has not been considered. Furthermore, EEG modification described in previous studies, occurred especially in frontal and parietal lobs. The involvement of these areas has been documented by other studies using different methods (Owen et al., [@B48]; Brookes et al., [@B10]).

Firstly our results indicate that the only significant modification induced by the increased complexity of the task occur in the mesial temporal lobe structure. This is consistent with recent data (Axmacher et al., [@B3], [@B2]) which indicate that mesial temporal cortices play an import role for the WM tasks. The role of mesial temporal lobe in the WM system, however, is still matter of debate (Jeneson et al., [@B33], [@B35]; Jeneson and Squire, [@B34]; Bergmann et al., [@B7]; Stretton et al., [@B62]).

In a recent study, Axmacher et al. ([@B2]) investigated the relationship between different oscillatory patterns of hippocampal neurons, and their association with performance in WM tasks. These authors found that the maintenance of items in WM is associated with changes in hippocampal functioning, and that these changes involve prominently the amplitude of beta/gamma and theta oscillations. With respect to these findings, our study confirms that increasing complexity in WM tasks induces modifications of EEG activity in the mesial temporal regions; nevertheless, we measured modifications in the low-frequency delta band. This could in part be related to the different approach to EEG analysis: we adopted frequency analysis, whereas the cited Authors applied a cross-frequency coupling analysis that is, a connectivity analysis. Moreover, the authors (Axmacher et al., [@B2]) performed intracranial EEG recordings: in particular, the analysis of fast-frequency EEG rhythms (such as gamma activity) can be hardly performed in scalp EEG study.

We hypothesize that our results could be a consequence of the involvement of specific brain areas in memory functions. It is known that hippocampal and parahippocampal cortices predominantly show low-frequency (theta and delta) activities which are coupled, during memory tasks, with faster EEG rhythms (gamma) generated in the neocortex (Wang, [@B63]). In an intracranial recording study, Mormann and coworkers ([@B42]) observed independent delta and theta rhythms in sub-regions of the human MTL. According to the Authors, "the interaction of these rhythms could represent the temporal basis for the information processing required for mnemonic encoding and retrieval." The sLORETA analysis, within the limitation of a surface EEG recording, allowed to detect, during the 3-back task, the selective increase of delta power in a portion of the perhirinal and entorhinal cortices, corresponding to the BA 35 and 28. Perirhinal cortex contributes to mediate the dialog between hippocampus and neocortex (Wang, [@B63]). Entorhinal cortex contains neurons which are selectively activated during tasks which require simultaneously spatial navigation and memory (Quirk et al., [@B53]; Frank et al., [@B21]; Hafting et al., [@B27]; Hori et al., [@B30]; Eichenbaum et al., [@B20]; Solstad et al., [@B61]; Doeller et al., [@B18]; Jacobs et al., [@B31]). This finding, emerging from studies performed in animal models (Quirk et al., [@B53]; Frank et al., [@B21]; Hafting et al., [@B27]; Hori et al., [@B30]; Solstad et al., [@B61]), has received several confirmations in human studies (Eichenbaum et al., [@B20]; Doeller et al., [@B18]; Jacobs et al., [@B31]). Therefore, it could be speculated that the activation of this cortex during the 3-back test could be related to the high complexity of the task. This increasing complexity could require the application of a more complex mental strategy, including the construction of a space model of the incoming stimuli. The ability to dispose the stimuli in a spatial framework could help the WM system to analyze them and to detect the target. The defined left-side localization of the activation seen in our study might be due to the use of verbal stimuli for the *n*-back task (Smith and Jonides, [@B60]; Nystrom et al., [@B46]; Owen et al., [@B48]); alternatively, the lateralization could be directly due to the increased level of difficulty of the task (Ross and Segalowitz, [@B57]). Moreover, the hit trials were associated with a motor response: the activation of motor areas could introduce a lateralization bias in the EEG spectra, which could explain the left hemisphere activation shown by sLORETA. As concerns, it must be specified that all subjects enrolled in the study were right-handed and pressed the response bar with their right hand.

Further explanations for the discrepancy between our results and those reported in literature are possible. In a study by Corsi-Cabrera et al, power spectra from wake and sleep I in healthy adults subjects were submitted to Principal Component Analyses to investigate which frequencies covaried together (Corsi-Cabrera et al., [@B15]). The results indicated that slow wave activity can oscillate at higher frequencies, up to 8 Hz; interestingly, no theta band was independently identified: according to the Authors, this suggested either that "delta and theta oscillations are two rhythms under the same global influence, or that the traditional division of theta band in the human cortical EEG is artificial" (Corsi-Cabrera et al., [@B15]).

Stimulus expectation could also play a role: in the 3-back protocol, a Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) potential could in theory develop between the first stimulus and the target stimulus, and it could bias the results. Nevertheless, the CNV is localized over the frontal and the motor cortical areas (Rohrbaugh et al., [@B56]), and is not on recorded on the mesial temporal regions where we observed the significant differences between 1-back and 3-back tasks.

The present study has some limitations. The first is the use of scalp EEG recordings, which have an intrinsic limit in space resolution, particularly in the identification of deep subcortical sources. A further limit is in the montage applied, which is the one used in standard EEG recording. It is known that spatial resolution of EEG sources increases with the number of electrodes, and therefore high-density recordings are reliable in the esteem of EEG rhythms source analysis. Moreover, magnetoencephalographic (MEG) recordings are even more reliable in identifying deep EEG sources. Cohen et al. ([@B12]) performed a study in which they evaluated the localization of signal sources by means of scalp EEG and MEG. In this study, they used as signal sources intra-cerebral electrodes implanted for seizure monitoring; the signal was a weak current pulse which was passed in the implanted electrodes. In this study, they demonstrated that a scalp EEG array of 16 electrodes allowed source localization with an average error = 10 mm; this accuracy was not different from that obtained with MEG recordings (average error = 8 mm). The same kind of limitation, obviously, is reflected by the sLORETA software, which is, by definition a Low Resolution electric source analysis software.

In conclusion, our findings suggest that the 3-back tasks induce an increase of delta oscillations in the mesial temporal lobe structures that allow to sustain the increased complexity of the task.
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